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Dear Campus Colleagues,
 
I want to thank you for your active participation and response to my presentation last week
 explaining the University’s budget situation. I also want to assure you that the full impact of
 all personnel and curricular decisions will be carefully considered and all actions will be
 made in accordance with union agreements, faculty governance, and UM policies and
 procedures.
 
The changes I outlined are for the next fiscal year, which begins July 1, 2016. The University
 will use as many vacant lines as possible to absorb some of the impact of reductions. I am
 working closely with Human Resource Services and the Vice Presidents to make sure people
 who are affected by any changes for the next fiscal year are notified as early as possible. No
 decision or announcement will be made affecting any employee until Human Resources and
 appropriate unions have reviewed it.
 
Here is the general timeline moving forward:

In early December, I will receive summaries of campus comments from faculty, staff
 and students. Concurrently, Deans, Department Chairs, and Directors will gather
 information and propose staffing and program adjustments, which will go to the
 appropriate Vice Presidents of the sectors.
All proposed reduction of personnel plans will be sent to VP Mike Reid by early
 December for review. This information will also be reviewed by Associate VP Terri
 Phillips in HRS for compliance with all applicable policies, procedures, and
 agreements. The Provost’s Office and Union leadership will provide input in regard to
 adherence to the faculty CBA.
After this review, which runs mid-to late-December, HRS will communicate with
 appropriate union representatives in regard to the members of their union who are
 affected.
In mid-January all affected employees will be contacted by HRS to arrange meetings
 with each individual to discuss available rights under state layoff provisions. We also
 will work with employees to investigate other, outside employment options.

 
As you can see, this is a process that will take several weeks. While this extends a period of
 uncertainty for campus, I urge you not to make assumptions about what will happen to
 various departments and people in the meantime.
 
I appreciate your concern and your patience. I know this is a difficult time and I assure you
 that no decisions will be made lightly.
 
Sincerely,
Royce C. Engstrom, President
 
 
Material from last week’s Budget Forum, including a transcript of my remarks, PowerPoint
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 slides, raw video footage of the event, and email addresses for comment, is posted here:
 http://www.umt.edu/president/communication/.
 
 
This message was sent by the Office of the President to all University of Montana employees. To contact President Engstrom,
 please write to prestalk@umontana.edu.
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